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Some scientific confirmations/explanations  of the principles of 

operating of products Cora agrohomeopathie® 

-Some brief scientific explanation/ of  basic principles of development and operation of 

breakthought innovative, natural, energized products Cora agrohomeopathie®  

-Some explantations of developer and only manufacturer (producer) of products                     

Cora agrohomeopathie® 

By Author: Ing. Majda Ortan, manager of company and owner of company PH. Agrohom., 

Majda Ortan, s.p. 

 

In view of the breakthrough innovation implemented in natural, energized, homeodinamics  

Cora agrohomeopathie® products, it is very welcome that in recent scientific articles, the 

themes from the basic concepts on which the development and operation of Cora 

agrohomeopathie® products are based, are published. These basic concepts/principles are:  

-homeodynamics,  

-homesis, xenohormesis, 

-homethic ecosystems, eustress management compounds of biotic origin,  

-equilibrium between xenohormetic potential and yields / crops, quantum mechanical 

behavior biological systems that are involved in photosynthesis (About their scientific proven 

was first time published in May, 2018), 

-shapes of energy patterns. 

Newertheless, that I started with development of those products as teen-ager (= before 

around 40 years ago) and  placed those products  Cora agrohomeopathie® program on 

Slovenian market aroud 6 years ago, the scientific confirmations of basic principles of 

development and special technology of producing those innovative, natural, energized 

products Cora agrohomeopathie® finally catching up principlens, which have been already 
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several decades implemented in practical development and in practical special technology of 

producing of products Cora agrohomeopathie®. 

»Living systems survive by virtue of a set of defensive maintenance and repair systems 
which comprise their homeodynamic ability. A large number of interacting genes and genetic 
networks constitute this machinery, the exact details of which are yet to be unravelled. 
Successful homeodynamics is crucial for the growth, development and 
maturation of an organism until the reproduction and continuation of generations 
is assured. Homeodynamics is thus a longevity assurance mechanism, whose 
strength, efficiency and range have evolved in accordance with the evolutionary 
history of the species. Survival beyond the required essential lifespan of a species 
is necessarily accompanied by the progressive accumulation of random molecular 
damage. The progressive failure of homeodynamics leads to the physiological 
malfunctioning manifested as a general functional decline, diseases and ultimate 
death.« [1 ] 
 
»Hormesis is integent life strategy of all living organisms.«[1 ] 
 »It's also intelegent lefe strategy of all living ecosystems. « [2 ] 
 »The phenomenon of hormesis has been observed mainly for the response of individual 

organisms to stress. A reasonable line of inquiry might explore the possibility of observing 

hormesis at other levels of ecological organization. This initial examination focuses on 

ecosystem hormesis. Explorations of hormetic responses of ecosystems to stress cannot be 

made independently of a fundamental concept of ecosystem. The scale‐dependence of 

ecosystem dynamics also influences whether an ecological disturbance is in 

reality a stressor. Ecosystem hormesis might be claimed if one or more components of an 

ecosystem exhibit hormesis. By this definition, ecosystem hormesis would be a trivial 

extension of hormesis observed for individual organisms. A non‐trivial extension of 

ecosystem hormesis would include the observation that integrated (i.e., holistic) measures of 

ecosystem structure or function displayed an hormetic response to an ecological stressor. 

Several such examples of ecosystem structural and functional hormesis are 

presented.« [ 2] 

For (agricultutral) plants with impaired own immunology, with weakened own resistance, 

with broken/weakened  balance, are the "stressors" of“eustress” (beneficial stress ), also 

appropriate energized suitable plant mineral complexis from energy-balanced, vital 

ecosystems. The plant have hormesis responds to them, so they strenghten plants own 
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immonology, plants own vitality and thus – implicit throught pla nts vitality also plants own 

resistance to plants diseases, plants pests, plants stress.  

Our approach:  

1. For every single sort products from wide range of offer of products Cora 

agrohomeopathie®, is made energization from specifich start tinctures, which are 

mixtures (compleksis) of very carefully selected plants and minerals, in their 

appropriate proportions. In addition to the type of plants and minerals, the 

ecosystem from which they are taken and the Cosmic - Earth rhythms at the time of 

their taken,  are important for the good functioning of products. From the point of 

view of the functioning of the products, this has do with strengthening the vitality 

and thus alsostrenghthening of indirect resistance of plants to diseases, pests, and 

stresses, that are covered by a particular product. In order to avoid additional stress, 

our products are properly energized, their effect are directly on plants, on the energy 

level of plants. Of course, this also starts to reflect on the physical level of plants.  

 

2. Another, significant, indispensable component of our products is so-called U starting 

tincture (intelligent, naturally, energized, C12 / C13 homeodynamic balance). This 

tincture is added to each of our products in an appropriately energized form. This 

natural energized additive has a potent (strenghtening)  influence on the plant 

adaptation to the changing ratio of isotopes C12/C13.  The starting natural ingredient 

for this energized product is the wood of a specific, appropriate tree. The thin cross-

section of this wood trunk was taken off and converted to the initial energized 

tincture (U0). This tincture was buried in the soil for nine years in a suitable place 

(ecosystem) and is thus exposed to the Cosmic - Earth forces for the 9 years cycle 

period - and, at the same time it is exposed to the current evolutionary factors that 

cause  dynamically changing isotope C12 / C13 ratio. After three years, this tincture 

was dug out of the earth, again additionally homodynamically energized (U3) and re-

buried in the soil. The same procedure is repeated after six years (U6). After nine 

years, this tincture has been dug up and received its final energization (U9). Needed 

is whole  time period of  nine years underground of the effects of cosmic earth forces 

on my own developed U( 3, 6, 9) tinctures. Why is the same effect imposible get 

without taking into account year periods 3, 6, 9 (Nikola Tesla numbers 3, 6, 9), is 

posible to know or to understand or even both. For those, who are interested in 
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scientific mathematical treatment and justification, some interesting are in the source 

[ 6]. 

 

On this way  products Cora agrohomeopathie® powers strenghthening plants own vitality to 

manage eustress compounds of biotic origin in plants, that create a xenohormetic 

condition to induce equilibrium between xenohormetic potential and plants as 

well their yields/ crops. 

Quantum mechanical behavior of biological systems that are involved in plant's 

photosynthesis are mode of it's operation – all the time, not only since May 2018, when 

science confirmed it. So,  energized mode of operation of our products have important 

sense, mainly in those times of Climatic changes relating problems regarding articulture.  

The evolutionary development of plants in these times requires the adaptation of plants to 

the changing ratio of isotope C12 / C13. All life processes of the plants are directly or implicit 

connected with those ratio. 

Plants and soils, that have been treated for decades with material additives for fertilizing and 

protecting plants, that have a large and or longterm proportion of chemical (synthetic) 

origin, are for this evolutionary response in poor condition  - many of them are poorly 

resistant or non-resistant. 

The inovative, natural, homeodinamic products Cora agrohomeopathie® on 

plants create  xenohormetic condition to induce equilibrium between (natural) 

xenohormetic potential and plants, as well their yields /crops. This is of great 

importance from natural mode of strenghthening plants own vitality and implicite 

their own resistance (to diseases, pests, stress), as well  is considered that those 

products will be of great importance because of the climate change scenario for 

agriculture, while this also allows the organism to acclimate to its new 

environment, which is a key factor in the evolutionary process. 

 

Sources: 

[1 ] Hormesis: a fundamental concept in biology, Edward J. Calabrese, IN A NUTSHELL: Microbial Cell, Vol. 1, No. 

5, pp. 145 - 149; doi: 10.15698/mic2014.05.145 
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[2] Are ecosystems hormetic? Steven M. Bartell Human and Ecological Risk Assessment: An International 

Journal Volume 6, 2000 - Issue 2 

 

[ 3] Plant Hormesis Management with Biostimulants of Biotic Origin in Agriculture, Marcela Vargas-

Hernandez,1 Israel Macias-Bobadilla,1 Ramon G. Guevara-Gonzalez,1 Sergio de J. Romero-Gomez,2Enrique Rico-

Garcia,1 Rosalia V. Ocampo-Velazquez,1 Luz de L. Alvarez-Arquieta,1 and Irineo Torres-Pacheco1,* 

 

[4 ] Homeostasis, homeodynamics, and aging, Suresh I. S. Rattan Danish Centre for Molecular Gerontology, 

Department of Molecular Biology, University of Aarhus, Denmark.  

[5 ]Hormesis: Biphasic Dose-Responses to Fungicides in Plant Pathogens and Their Potential Threat to 

Agriculture, Carla D. Garzon and Francisco J. Flores /Additional information is available at the end of the chapter 

 

[5 ]Quantum effects observed in photosynthesis, University of Groningen, 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/05/180521131756.htm,  

 

[ 6] On growth and form and geometry. I, STEFAN HAESEN 1, ANA IRINA NISTOR 2, AND LEOPOLD VERSTRAELEN  

 

 

Want to know more, want to lear more?  

If yes: 

- You are welcome to atend our Accademy program - suitable for professionals in 

the field of modern, advanced and sustainable agriculture, ecology, climate change 

and their mitigation. Please, write to me for Academy program and conditions of 

participation.  

Email contact: ortan.m@gmail.com 
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- You are welcome to atend in our web side library and know more from my e-

books and articles. Publishing starting in November 2018 on our EN web site:  

http://cora-agrohomeopathie.com/en/?noredirect=en_US 

Want to become our suporter and so part of our community? 

If yes: 

- We will be happy to publish your logo on our web site? Please, write to me for 

commercial conditions of advertising. Email contact: ortan.m@gmail.com 

Want to use products Cora agrohomeopathie®? 

If yes: 

- We are working hard to come to foregin markets, mainly on other continents, outside 

of EU. Please, write to me for possibilities information ex change. Email contact: 

ortan.m@gmail.com 

Want to business cooperate with us as Holder of exclusive rights for distribution 

of products Cora agrohomeopathie®, under certain conditions? 

If yes: 

- We are opened for such way of long term business cooperation with right companies. 

If you are interrested, able and capable for this, please write to me. Email contact: 

ortan.m@gmail.com 

 

Want to donate to us? 

If yes: 

- Thank you to do it! Please, write to me and please refer to this post to may 

understand your email message as authentic. We will send to you the company 

information required for a bank transfer of donation.  

Email contact: ortan.m@gmail.com 
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Want to work with us as employee? 

If yes: 

Our vision is to become and become a global company.This is needed, to be possible our 

needed, actual, sustainable products, their innovative, needed solutions, offer to masses of 

people, to countries, which suffer regarding Climate change, to the world of agriculture, to 

mamy, many farmers and home gardnerers. 

- Interested, professional, efficient co-workers who are capable of teamwork as well as 

individual work, we need to realize bold, advanced, useful, innovative and sustainable 

goals. If you are really such, please contact me and add your CV to your message. 

Email contact: ortan.m@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

More info and contacts: 

EN web site , SI web site 

E mail: ortan.m@gmail.com 

PHONE: 00386 (0)70 820 279 
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